1  	The availability of high-paying jobs in an area tends to: hint Page 96 	Points: 10
  	
	have a positive effect on property values in that area.
	have a negative effect on property values in that area.
	have no effect on property values in that area.
	influence the public perception of property values in that area, but not the actual dollar values.
2  	When additional investments no longer add value in proportion to the amount invested, the principle of _____ applies. hint Page 114 	Points: 0
  	
	supply and demand
	substitution
	increasing returns
	decreasing returns
3  	In regards to real estate, transferability refers most directly to: hint Page 89 	Points: 10
  	
	physical mobility.
	the rights associated with ownership.
	both a. and b.
	neither a. nor b.
4  	High income taxes would most probably result in: hint Page 97 	Points: 10
  	
	increased demand for properties in that area.
	increased profit for local businesses.
	more money available for individuals to make real estate purchases.
	less money available for individuals to make real estate purchase.
5  	The value of an older townhome is enhanced by being in the same neighborhood as several newer townhomes. This is an example of the principle of: hint Page 111 	Points: 10
  	
	conformity.
	progression.
	regression.
	balance.
6  	The overwhelming majority of appraisals are concerned with estimating the _______ of a property. hint Page 86 	Points: 10
  	
	market value
	assessed value
	investment value
	replacement value
7  	The amount of money that it took to build a house represents the ____ of the house. hint Page 87 	Points: 10
  	
	value
	price
	cost
	utility
8  	Which of the following will probably lead to the steepest increases in property prices? hint Page 109 	Points: 10
  	
	Increasing supply and increasing demand
	Increasing supply and decreasing demand
	Decreasing supply and increasing demand
	Decreasing supply and decreasing demand
9  	The principle of substitution is the basis for all three approaches to value. In which approach is substitution utilized when determining capitalization rates and gross rent multipliers? hint Page 109 	Points: 10
  	
	Sales comparison approach
	Cost approach
	Income capitalization approach
	None of the above
10  	According to USPAP, “price_________ to the value that might be ascribed to that property by others.” hint Page 86 	Points: 10
  	
	will always have a direct relation
	will tend to be linked
	may or may not have any relation
	will never have a direct relation

